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For many aspiring writers, the initial goal we set for ourselves is to get publishedpreferably in a prestigious (and paying) place like Harper's or Kenyon Review, but
we'd settle for much less (and do). I know I have. With a certain amount of
ruefulness, I must admit that"in my focused quest to see my words-each
one a child with whom I've had an
intense lovelhate, relationship--appear
in print, I have failed to contemplate the downside of getting
published, or even that there is one. As a result, I was caught unprepared for the responses I received to my
"Viewpoint" that appeared in a Central Coast newspaper some years ago .
. The piece was actually a glorified letter-to-the-editor about an at-that-time new (2003) California law
requiring pet store customers to sign a form attesting that they know how to care for whatever animals they
are buying. My essay received top-page placement under the "Voices" header on the Opinion page. The
editor said he "loved" it, but the day after it was printed, I received email from a woman who thought I
should volunteer at an animal hospital to appreciate fully the need for this new law that intends to prevent
animal cruelty. And here I thought I'd been so clever discussing how I'd bought goldfish to feed my turtle,
not to care for the fish. Now, I don't doubt that there is a lot of animal abuse out there, but this respondent
completely missed my point: this is an ineffectual, costly regulation that has done nothing to stop the
mistreatment of pets.
The coup de grace was the response defending the rights of feeder goldfish. The writer claimed that she
had populated her pond with them because she couldn't afford their fancier cousins and that they had evolved
into amiable pets that even said "hello" to her. Wouldn't you know it, but this anecdote came back to haunt
me. A few days after dropping the ten feeders into my tank, I noticed there were two survivors darting around
the disinterested turtle. Feeling pangs of guilt, I decided that if these goldfish had escaped their fate this long,
perhaps they deserved to live. Coincidentally, my son's aquarium had become newly available. At the risk of
encouraging a flurry of remonstrance from PETA, I won't mention how or why I acquired the tank. Suffice it
to say, however, the two "feeders" have been transformed into pets after all. Boy, am I glad I saved the Care
Instructions!
Of course, I should know by now how inflammatory my
opinions can be. When I submitted something about my
experiences as an "Imaginary Jew" to a workshop several years
ago, I got flak about it from the Student Word Police, who
complained about my stereotyping, even though my comments
about Jewish people were admiring and favorable. Such is the
risk of the personal essayist, whose challenge often is how to
present balanced, controversial information. But I'm not sure I
enjoy the kind of personal exposure that's part of the job
description. It's enough to make me unlist my phone number and become a poet.

